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ABSTRACT

The operational effectiveness of the weapon systems is usually evaluated by the reasonable simulation results. But it is difficult
to measure and evaluate the credibility of the simulation data source. An evaluation indices system of the credibility for the
simulation data source is built up. A set of quantitative evaluation rules are set up based on the experts’ judgments and the fuzzy
expression. The credibility is evaluated from the terminal layer indices to the top ones. First, many experts are assigned to
evaluate the credibility of the terminal layer indices. Then the credibility of each terminal layer indices of simulation data source
is combined and synthesized into the comprehensive credibility of the whole simulation data source. An evaluation method based
on the evidence theory is established to integrate above different sub-credibility of simulation data source. All the lower layer
indices are required to fuse into the upper ones, and finally get the comprehensive credibility of the simulation data source. For
example, the credibility of the simulation data source for the armored equipment systems is evaluated based on above methods.
The evaluation results show that the methods based on D-S evidence theory are reasonable and feasible.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Operational effectiveness of weapon equipment systems is
one of the important indices pursued by both the military
and industrial departments.[1–4] The evaluation of the opera-
tional effectiveness becomes a key mission for the equipment
demonstration and acquisition departments. It is well known
that it will cost too much money in doing some tests and ex-
periments for the weapon equipment systems in developing.
Hence, the simulation tests are selected to instead of the real
tests to support the operational effectiveness evaluation. It
is necessary to get more credible and reasonable simulation

data to evaluate the weapon system effectiveness.[5–7] It is
also required to know and measure the credibility of the sim-
ulation data source. As for the credibility evaluation of the
simulation data, it is very difficult to get the precise measure-
ments on the credibility of the simulation data source, for the
simulation of the combating operation is oriented to the un-
certain events in future. The famous work in the simulation
field is called VV&A (validation, verification, accreditation)
process,[8–10] which is actually the simulation management
process, and it only can ensure the modeling and simulation
process in right ways, but it can not measure and evaluate
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the credibility degree of the simulation in quantitative way.

It is necessary to measure and analyze the credibility of the
simulation data source so as to support the effectiveness
analysis. It is very difficult to measure the credibility of the
simulation data source because the credibility is the qualita-
tive index. Usually, the qualitative and quantitative methods
are used to solve such kinds of problems. The evaluation
method which depends on the experts’ experiences is also
needed. In fact, if simulation data are accredited by the ex-
perienced experts, we can think about the simulation data
source having some related credibility. The simulation data
collected from simulation test are the terminal layer indices
under the evaluation indices systems of the operational ef-
fectiveness. Such indices often have lots of information and
very clear, so that they are recognized easily by the experts.
However, the upper layer indices of the terminal indices are
complex and vague, and their credibility is required to ac-
cumulate from the credibility of the terminal layer indices.
Usually, the credibility of the terminal layer indices can not
be sum up directly to the ones of upper layer. How to synthe-
size and fuse the credibility of lower layer indices into the
one of upper layer indices is the main problem to be solved
in this paper.

This fusion process of the credibility in lower layer actu-
ally is an evaluation process which involved the integration
of quantitative and qualitative indices analysis. So far, the
experts’ evaluation methods and fuzzy logic methods are
often used to solve the quantitative and qualitative evalua-
tion question. Although these methods have some subjective
moods, they have many well applications.[11, 12] About the
fusion methods, Dempster-shafer (D-S) theory,[13–18] which
can properly describe the degree of belief and extend the sub-
jective probability, has been applied to many fields such as
pattern recognition, statistics analysis, and so on. The proba-
bility mass functions and Dempster’s rules of combination
have some references for the work in this paper.

About the organization of this paper, a methodology frame-
work of the credibility evaluation process is put forth; then,
under this framework, an evaluation method based on D-S
theory and experts’ judgments is built to measure and analyze
the comprehensive credibility of simulation data source.

2. A METHODOLOGY FRAMEWORK OF THE
CREDIBILITY EVALUATION PROCESS

In order to make a clear research roadmap, a methodology
framework of the credibility evaluation process is put forth,
seeing the Figure 1. In the framework, the part A is about
the evaluation of the effectiveness based on the simulation,
which mainly depends on the credible simulation results. Part

B is mainly about the credibility evaluation indices systems
for the simulation data to be researched. The simulation
data are the attributes of the terminal layers indices on the
effectiveness evaluation. Hence, we need to build up the
comprehensive indices systems for the credibility of simula-
tion data, which are closely related to the evaluation indices
systems on effectiveness. Referring to the credibility of the
terminal layer indices of the simulation data source, it is
necessary to use the experts’ experiences and fuzzy logic
expressions to quantitatively measure the credibility. What is
more, some evaluation rules for the terminal layer indices are
also discussed. Part C mainly includes the methods of mea-
suring for the credibility of the simulation data source. And
an evaluation method of comprehensive credibility is built
up based on the D-S evidence theory and the quantitative and
qualitative analysis by experts.

Figure 1. The methodology framework of the credibility
evaluation

3. THE CREDIBILITY EVALUATION PROCESS
OF THE SIMULATION DATA SOURCE

3.1 The evaluation indices systems on the credibility of
simulation data

Generally, there are a set of evaluation indices systems to
evaluate the operational effectiveness based on the simula-
tion. The credibility for the simulation data source is also
needed to measure and evaluate. Considering that the simu-
lation data are the terminal indices of the evaluation indices
systems of the operational effectiveness, similarly, the eval-
uation indices systems on the credibility of simulation data
are built up, seeing the Figure 2.

Since the terminal layer indices are related to the detailed
simulation data, the given experts or evaluation agents can
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judge and analyze them easily. After the credibility of the
terminal layer indices is measured, the upper layer indices
should be evaluated based on the lower layer indices. The
other much upper layer indices can be done in similar way.
The top index is the comprehensive credibility of the whole
credibility of the simulation data source.

In the Figure 2, the top index, C is the comprehensive credi-
bility index of the simulation data source; the second layer
indices which belong to the top index, such as S1, Sr, and
Sm, are the sub-indices. In the same way, get the terminal
layer indices like Sr1, Srt, and Srz , which are the detail
attributes of the upper indices like Sr. These attributes of
terminal indices are closely related to the simulation data.
Suppose that there are n evaluation agents (experts), seeing
the dished box in the Figure 2, to evaluate the terminal layer
indices, and the experts can express their opinions for the
terminal layer indices.

Figure 2. The evaluation indices systems on the credibility
of simulation data source

3.2 Measure and evaluation rules on the credibility ex-
pression

It is necessary to build up a set of rules to measure and evalu-
ate the credibility of the simulation data source. Considering
the credibility index is a kind of qualitative index, the experts’
experienced information is fit for evaluating the credibility
of simulation data. As for the credibility of the upper layer
indices of simulation data, it is difficult to measure and evalu-
ate in a precise value. Usually, for such indices, build up the
credibility ranking set Ω = {A1, A2, A3, A4} to describe,
and the set Ω includes four ranking elements: A1 (excellent),
A2 (good), A3 (normal), and A4 (bad).

Regarding the credibility of the terminal layer indices, it
is necessary to use the fuzzy expressions like the “proba-
ble/likely” to describe qualitatively the credibility of sim-
ulation data. A seven tuples, U is built up to express the
credibility degrees from strong to weak, that is, U= certain,
likely, very possible, possible, perhaps, somewhat possible,
absolute impossible.

In the meantime, provide a seven-parameter vector V to

quantify the elements in U respectively (see Table 1). Such
seven-parameter vector V is described as follows: V =
{v1, v2, · · · , v7} and vi ∈ [0, 1].

Especially deserving to be mentioned, a formula is put forth
to measure the credibility of the simulation data from the
simulation alternative k, seeing in formula (1).

(1)

ck
rt is the degree value on the tth attribute of the rth index

in the simulation alternative k, which is one of the elements
in the set V . xk

rt is the simulation data of the tth attribute of
the rth index in the simulation alternative k; Prt is the given
reference value of the tth attribute of the rth index; θt is the
ith interval value in the seven-tuple V . According to above
rules, it is very easy to measure and evaluate the indices of
the credibility of the simulation data.

Table 1. The quantitative expression of the credibility used
by the 7-tuple V

 

 

µji v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 

certain 1 0.75 0 0 0 0 0 

likely 0.25 1 0.75 0 0 0 0 

very possible 0 0.25 1 0.75 0 0 0 

possible 0 0 0.5 1 0.5 0 0 

perhaps 0 0 0 0.75 1 0.25 0 

somewhat possible 0 0 0 0 0.75 1 0.25 

absolute impossible 0 0 0 0 0 0.75 1 

 

Table 2. The quantitative expression of the credibility ranks
based on the seven tuples V

 

 

µj(Ak) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

excellent (A1) 1 0.75 0 0 0 0 0 

good (A2) 0 0.25 0.75 0.5 0 0 0 

normal (A3) 0 0 0 0.75 1 0.25 0 

bad (A4) 0 0 0 0 0 0.75 1 

 

On the basis of the expression of the credibility ranks, the
fuzzy membership function (like subjective probability) of
the index Srt evaluated by the expert j is defined in (2):
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(2)

Where, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2, · · · , n. ∧ is minimizing op-
erator; ∨ is maximizing operator. The value of the (2) is the
matching degree of the Srt comparing with all the credibility
ranks. Having, 0 ≤ µ

(Srt)∗

j ≤ 1. Because the experts’ ex-
pression is no the exclusiveness, the matching degree value is
not always equal to 1. That is to say,

∑4
k=1 µ

(Srt)∗

j (Ak) 6= 1,
so it is required to make the following normalization.

(3)

Where, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2, · · · , n, µSrt
j (Ak) is de-

scribed as the evaluation value of the expert j belonging
to all elements of the Ω. It can be expressed in the (4).

(4)

3.3 The experts’ opinions expression and the mass func-
tions construction

For the difference in the knowledge, understanding and the
preference, the reliability of opinion from each expert may
be different. For the index Srt, it is necessary to give the
weights of the experts as follows.

(5)

Given a group of experts, it is supposed that the higher the
weight of the expert, the more reliable his opinion is. The
reliability of the expert j giving to the index Srt is described
as below:

(6)

Where, j = 1, 2, · · · , n; γ(Srt)
j is a coefficient about the

preference of the experts j, let 0.9 ≤ γ(Srt)
j ≤ 1. And thus,

from (6), gets the result: 0 ≤ α
(Srt)
j ≤ 1. As for the index

Srt, the revised evaluation values of the expert j belonging
to all elements of the Ω is described in (7).

(7)

Obviously,
∑4

k=1 α
(Srt)
j µ

(Srt)
j (Ak) ≤ 1, and the uncertain

part of the evaluation value about the expert j belonging to
all elements of the Ω is 1−

∑4
k=1 α

Srt
j µSrt

j (Ak).

Based on the D-S evidence theory, the expression in (7) has
met the conditions of the mass function. And therefore, the
new mass function about the evaluation value to the Srt from
the expert j is defined as follows:

(8)

It also can be written for short in (9).

(9)

Where, j = 1, 2, · · · , n; r = 1, 2, · · · ,m; t = 1, 2, · · · , z.
By means of the mass function, the credibility degree dis-
tribution of the index Srt by the expert j can be reflected
properly.

3.4 Synthesis method of the credibility indices
Considering the uncertain part of the credibility indices, it
is necessary to use a proper method to integrate the sub-
credibility of the terminal layer indices into the ones of the
upper layer indices. Because the mass functions for the
credibility of the terminal indices are constructed in above
charters, it is convenient to use the Dempster’s rule of com-
bination, seeing in formula (10), to make a comprehensive
measurement and integration evaluation.

Dempster’s rule of combination(or evidential reasoning): if
the m1,m2, · · · ,mn are mass functions, then the synthesis
function m(·) is also a mass function.

(10)

Where, if k−1 = 0, it shows that there are conflicts between
the mi. The parameter k describes the conflict degree of
the mass functions; the evidential reasoning formula can not
work under the n complete conflict evidences. The synthesis
results of evidential reasoning are to reduce the uncertainty
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information of the credibility; in the meanwhile, the new
mass function will be produced to synthesize the evidences
of the upper layer index.

There are n experts in the evaluation, so that there are n
pieces of opinions in form of the mass function to the evalu-
ation index. The synthesis result of these mass functions is
following:

Where m(Srt)(Ai) is the credibility degree of srt compar-
ing with rank Ai based on the synthesis opinions of all the
experts.

After finish the synthesis of the each of the indices in the
terminal layer, z mass functions are gotten respectively, they
arem(sr1),m(sr2), · · · ,m(srz). The weights of the z indices,
such as w(sr1), w(sr2), · · · , w(srz), are used to describe the
importance directly comparing to the upper index. But these
weights are not wholly represented for the importance com-
paring to the top index. Hence, the comparative importance
degree is defined as follows:

(11)

Where, ζ is a correction coefficient, and it is related to the
experts’ experiences, Usually, 0.9 ≤ ζ ≤ 1. So there is
the following result: 0.9 ≤ βSrt ≤ 1, (t = 1, 2, · · · , z).
For the uncertainty of the weights of indices, the correction
mass function for the index srt can be revised as following
description (12).

(12)

Deduced from formula 12,
∑4

k=1 βSrt · m(Srt)(Ak) ≤ 1,
while the uncertain part for the srt by the expert j is
1 −

∑4
k=1 βSrt

· m(Srt)(Ak). By means of the compara-
tive importance degree, all the correction mass functions of
z indices are gotten as follows: m(Sr1)∗

,m(Sr2)∗
,m(Srz)∗

.

Using the D-S formula again, the mass function of the up-
per layer index sr is obtained by synthesizing the z mass
functions of the terminal layer indices.

(13)

The synthesis mass functions of other upper indices may be
deduced by similar way to the top index. As a result, for the
simulation alternative F, the synthesis mass function which

integrates the credibility indices from bottom to top in order
is gotten in the end as follows:

(14)

The top index mass functionm(F ) is the comprehensive cred-
ibility expression of all the indices systems for the simulation
alternative F, and it is the very measurement and evaluation
that the comprehensive credibility of all the simulation data
in alternative F, which compares with the given credibility
ranks set Ω. Considering the elements of the credibility ranks
Ω, there is a coefficient di for each rank Ai, i = 1, 2, · · · , 5.

Finally, the comprehensive credibility of the simulation data
in alternative F can be measured in (15).

(15)

4. AN APPLICATION EXAMPLE
In this paper, take the operational effectiveness evaluation
based on the simulation of the armored equipment systems
for example. By means of the operational simulation, a batch
of simulation data is generated to support the evaluation of
the operational effectiveness of the armored equipment sys-
tems. It is necessary to measure the credibility of such a
batch of simulation data. Noticing in this paper, we are not
going to talk about the detailed system of modeling and sim-
ulation, but our main object is to research the method how to
measure and evaluate such simulation data sources.

With the above mentioned method, the application example
is carried out as follows. Firstly, build up the evaluation in-
dices systems on the credibility of simulation data, as shown
in Figure 3. The index systems are based on the operational
effectiveness evaluation indices systems. The terminal layer
indices are about the original data from simulation applica-
tion. The credibility evaluation will start from the bottom to
top.

Here 5 experts are selected as the evaluation group, and they
give the credibility opinions for the terminal layer indices,
and synthesize these credibility degrees based on the eviden-
tial reasoning.

Take example for the indices like S21, S22, and S23, which
are under the index S2, their terminal indices values are the
mean values from three simulation tests results, seeing the
Table 3. For these terminal indices, usually, we can give
pre-judgment values as the references in Table 4.

The experts can give the credibility preferences for the in-
dices based on the simulation data and the references values,
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the evaluation moods expression like the “probable/likely”
are used to express the qualitative credibility of simulation
data source. The seven tuples U is used to describe the
degrees of credibility of the index S2i, as shown in Table 5.

Figure 3. The credibility evaluation indices systems of the
simulation data on the operational effectiveness

Table 3. Simulation data of the indices of the upper index
S2

 

 

 Simulation test 
order i 

S21(time) S22(km) S23(time) 

1 2 1,800 1 

2 5 1,700 3 

3 2 1,900 2 

Mean value 3 1,800 2 

Table 4. Pre-judgment values of the indices

 

 

 
Pre-judgment 
index 

S21 (time) S22 (km) S23 (time) 

Value 5 1,850 3 

Table 5. The experts’ evaluation opinions for the indices s2

 

 

expert i S21 S22 S23 

expert 1 likely very possible likely 

expert 2 somewhat possible perhaps very possible 

expert 3 perhaps very possible likely 

expert 4 somewhat possible somewhat possible perhaps 

expert 5 perhaps perhaps 
somewhat 
possible 

 

For instance, about the index S22, every expert will give an
evaluation expression for it. The expert 1 give the fuzzy
credibility for the S22 comparing with all the elements in

the credibility ranks Ω, and the membership degrees can be
listed in the Table 6.

Table 6. The fuzzy credibility for index s22 by expert 1 and
the related operators

 

 

v3="very 
possible" 

0 0.25 1 0.75 0 0 0 

excellent (A1) 1 0.75 0 0 0 0 0 
good(A2) 0 0.25 0.75 0.5 0 0 0 
normal(A3) 0 0 0 0.75 1 0.25 0 
bad(A4) 0 0 0 0 0 0.75 1 

v3∧A1 0 0.25 0 0 0 0 0 

v3∨A1 1 0.75 1 0.75 0 0 0 

v3∧A2 0 0.25 0.75 0.5 0 0 0 

v3∨A2  0 0.75 1 0.75 0 0 0 

v3∧A3 0 0 0 0.75 0 0 0 

v3∨A3  0 0.25 1 0.75 1 0.25 0 

v3∧A4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

v3∨A4  0 0.25 1 0.75 0 0.75 1 

 

In the Table 6, ∧ is minimizing operator; ∨ is maximizing
operator. Calculate the membership degrees of the index S22
based on the (2).

Normalize the membership degrees, and get the expert 1
opinion belonging to each of the credibility ranks Ω.

Simplify the expression of the above membership degrees in
formula (4).

In the same way, the other four experts’ opinions belonging
to the credibility ranks Ω are gotten as follows.

The weights of the 5 experts can be calculated by the AHP
(analytic hierarchy process), and here it does not need to
repeat in detail.
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Set γ(s22)
j = 0.92, and get the comparative reliability of each

expert as follows.

In light of the (7), build up the mass functions of the credi-
bility index by means of the five experts. For example, the
S22 is measured by the expert 1, and get the following mass
function.

The other 4 mass functions are measured by the other four
experts respectively.

Synthesize the above 5 mass functions in the (9) based on
evidential reasoning, and get the comprehensive credibility
mass function of the s22. It is necessary to make the direct
sum between the mass functions, like m(s22)

1
⊕
m

(s22)
2 . The

results of the direct sum are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. The direct sum of two mass functions by the expert
1 and expert 2

 

 

Tij 
 

= 0.0662 = 0.556 = 0.188 = 0 

 

= 0.190 

22
1

( )
1 ( )s Am  

= 0.0696 
0.0046 0 0 0 0.0138 

22
2

( )
1 ( )s Am

= 0.585 
0 0.3253 0 0 0.1112 

22
3

( )
1 ( )s Am

= 0.2248 
0 0 0.0423 0 0.0427 

22
4

( )
1 ( )s Am  

= 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

22( )
1 ( )sm   

= 0.1206 
0.008 0.0671 0.0227 0 0.0229 

 

Where

Due to, let X = {Ai}, Y = {Ai}, i = 1, 2, 3, 4.

Normalize the M (s22)
1 (Ai), and get:

Then, M (s22)
1 (Ai)

⊕
m

(s22)
3 (Ai), and get the M (s22)

2 (Ai),
till gets: M (s22)

4 (Ai)
⊕
m

(s22)
5 (Ai).

As a result, m(s22) = (0.0059, 0.8642, 0.1290, 0.0, 0.0009).

In the same way of the index S22, the deduced results of the
S21, and S23 are gotten as follows.

Given the relative weights of the S21, S22 and S23 are listed
successively like 0.32, 0.38, 0.30. Set ζs2i

(i = 1, 2, 3) is
0.93,then use (11), get βs2i = (0.783, 0.93, 0.734).

Further, combine with the relative weights to revise the three
indices, and get the revised mass functions:

Synthesize the mass functions of S21, S22 and S23, and get
the mass function of the supper layer index S2.

Similar to above steps, the mass functions like m(S1), m(S3)

and m(S4) are calculated. Given the comparative impor-
tance degrees of the S1, S2 and S4 and the coefficients
βsi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4), it is easy to synthesize the 4 mass
functions into the mass function of the top index, which
stands for the credibility of the whole simulation data source.
m(S) = (0.0008(excellent), 0.701(good), 0.2021(normal),
0.0352(bad), 0.05(unknown)).

Obviously, the credibility of the whole simulation data source
in alternative S is mainly described in the “good” rank with
0.701 reliability degree.

Finally, combining with the coefficients D = {di} =
(1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.0) and the formula (15), the comprehen-
sive credibility of the simulation data in alternative F (F is a
simulation alternative) is measured as follows.
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C(F )(A) = 0.0008∗1+0.701∗0.8+0.2021∗0.6+0.0352∗
0.4 + 0.05 ∗ 0.0 = 0.6969

This means the comprehensive credibility of the simulation
data source from the simulation alternative F is up to 0.6969;
such credibility is in line with the actual actions of the simu-
lation systems in the operational effectiveness evaluation.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Aiming at the credibility measure and evaluation of the sim-
ulation data source, by means of the expert expression and
fuzzy language, and a set of evaluation method based on the
D-S evidence theory is established to research. According to
such methods, take the operational effectiveness simulation
of the armored equipment systems as example, combining
with experts’ expression and the evaluation rules, the cred-
ibility of the terminal layer indices of the simulation data
sources are measured; after the credibility mass functions on
the terminal layer indices are constructed, then synthesize
such mass functions in indices order from lower to the top
based on evidential reasoning theory. Finally, the compre-
hensive credibility is gotten, and the evaluation results show

that the methods in this paper are applicable and feasible.
About the future work, we need to make further research on
the evaluation method on the credibility of the simulation
data source, and the there are several advice:

(1) Continue to complete the evaluation indices systems
of the credibility of the simulation data source. It is
helpful to use OODA(observe, orient,decide,act) loop
to build the evaluation indices systems for the weapon
operation effectiveness.[19]

(2) Continue to complete the evaluation method based
on the D-S evidence theory, and especially, make a
short, concise, and easy-using evaluation method for
the public user.

(3) Build up an evaluation system in software based on
the evaluation method discussing in this paper so as to
make easily to test the simulation data source.
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